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December 13, 1990

Mr. Thomas P. Engel
Director
County of Sacramento
Department of Airports
6900 Airport Boulevard
Sacramento, California 95837

•

Re: Final Report, Airspace Management Study: Noise Abatement
Alternatives--Sacramento Metro Airport
Dear Mr. Engel:
In accordance with our general advisory services agreement and
your letter of authorization dated July 30, 1990, we have
conducted an evaluation of alternative noise abatement procedures for Sacramento Metro Airport.
In response to community and Department of Airports input, a
number of possible alternative flight procedures for turbojet
aircraft were identified for Sacramento Metro Airport that
could potentially reduce aircraft noise in and overflights of
developed areas.
Numerous alternative procedures, with minor technical variations, were considered for both north and south flow
conditions.
The two main north flow alternatives considered were:

•

1.

A more direct route for eastbound departures: a
right turn after 1,500 feet to a heading of 090°,
instead of the current 140° heading for radar vector
to Dudes intersection.

2.

Expanded preferential use of north flow to all hours
when wind and weather conditions permit, instead of
during nighttime hours only.

•

Member Fwm at
Klynveld Peat Marwck Goardeler
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Mr. Thomas P. Engel
December 13, 1990
The four main south flow alternatives considered were:
1.

Straight-out departures--climb on runway heading
165° until approximately 10 miles south of the
Airport before turning east or southeast bound,
instead of the currently used left turn to a 120°
heading.

2.

Looping-turn departures--an initial right turn out
for departures proceeding over Dudes intersection
followed by a "looping" right turn to recross over
the Airport eastbound, instead of the left turn to a
heading of 120° currently used.

3.

Left-turn departures--a left turn to a heading of
075°, instead of the currently used 120° heading,
for departures proceeding over Dudes intersection.

4.

Right-turn departures--a right turn to a heading of
180° until approximately 10 miles south of the
Airport before proceeding east or southeast bound,
instead of the left turn to a heading of 120° currently used.

The following are the major recommendations of the study for
submittal to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for its
consideration in the Northern California Airspace Management
Study:
1.

Evaluate south flow "right-turn" departure procedures (referred to as SID-7 and SID-7a in the
report) and the associated arrival procedure
(STAR-la).

2.

Evaluate south flow "straight-out" departure procedures (SID-2 and SID-3A) and the associated arrival
procedure (STAR-1).

3.

Implement interim preferential use of north flow
with existing procedures on a 24-hour basis, wind
and weather conditions permitting, pending implementation of preferred alternative south flow
procedures.

iii
Mr. Thomas P. Engel
December 13, 1990

•

4.

Install a very high frequency omnidirectional range
(VOR) on Sacramento Metro Airport to enhance departing and arriving aircraft course guidance and reduce
flight track dispersion.

5.

Upgrade the existing Travis VOR as necessary, for
use as a civilian air navigational aid.

6.

Implement the recommended alternative south flow
procedures (1 and 2 above) on a test basis as part
of the FAA's Northern California Airspace Management
Study process.

7.

Depict desired aircraft flight tracks on the ATC
radar video map display and use radar vectors, if
necessary, to provide positive course guidance to
aircraft using the alternative procedures until
Recommendations 4 and 5 can be implemented.

Details of our findings are provided in the following report.
We appreciate the opportunity to assist the Department of
Airports with this important project.
Respectfully submitted,

KPMG PEAT MARWICK

•
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
In August 1989, KPMG Peat Marwick completed a study of noise
abatement alternatives that addressed the County of
Sacramento's near-term noise concerns. The alternatives considered in that study were restricted to flight procedures
involving the existing airspace and air traffic control (ATC)
structure and existing navigational aids.
On July 17, 1990, the County Board of Supervisors approved a
request from the County Department of Airports to conduct a
follow-on Airspace Management Study for Sacramento Metro
Airport that would provide input into the Federal Aviation
Administration's (FAA's) ongoing Northern California Airspace
Management Study. The overall purpose of the Sacramento airspace management study is to identify and evaluate the feasibility of alternative flight procedures that would minimize
aircraft noise exposure in, and overflights of, developed
areas, including procedures that may involve changes in the
existing aicspace structure or require new or relocated navigational aids.
The findings and recommendations of the Sacramento airspace
study are to be submitted to the FAA, upon Board approval, in
December 1990 for consideration in the FAA's Northern
California Airspace Management Study.

•

METHODOLOGY--AIRSPACE CONSIDERATIONS
The first step in the study was to assemble and review the
applicable FAA aeronautical charts; FAA facility handbooks and
letters of agreement; instrument approach charts; and appropriate FAA regulations, orders, and notices, including FAA
Handbook 7110.65, "Air Traffic Control," and FAA Handbook 7400.2, "Procedures for Handling Airspace Matters."
A base map was then prepared of the airspace area that could
be affected by new procedures at Sacramento Metro Airport.
The base map, shown on Exhibits A-1 and A-2, depicts existing
low-altitude airways, jet routes, navigational aids, airway
intersections, and major airports. The existing jet route
system, shown separately on Exhibit A-1, consists of jet
routes established from 18,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL)
to 45,000 feet above MSL. Existing low-altitude airways,

•
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shown separately on Exhibit A-2, extend from 1,200 feet above
the surface, up to but not including 18,000 feet above mSL,
and are used primarily by propeller and turboprop aircraft.
Next, overlays •to the base map were prepared depicting the
existing published standard instrument departure (SID) and
standard terminal arrival (STAR) routes and procedures for
Sacramento Metro Airport, Travis AFB, Stockton, San Jose, and
San Francisco Bay Area airports. These procedures for the
north flow at Sacramento Metro Airport are shown on
Exhibit A-3; the procedures for the south flow are shown on
Exhibit A-4. Exhibits A-5 and A-6 show enlargements of the
Sacramento airspace area for the north flow and south flow,
respectively. Jurisdictional boundaries of the FAA Sacramento
terminal radar approach control (TRACON) facility, which is
responsible for ATC in the Sacramento area, are shown as
hatched lines on the exhibits.

•

Once the base map and existing procedures were developed, the
next step was to identify potential noise abatement alternatives that would permit the use of the Yolo Bypass and other
underdeveloped areas as noise abatement flight corridors. A
number of possible alternative flight procedures were identified for Sacramento Metro Airport that could potentially
reduce aircnaft noise and overflights of developed areas. A
preliminary evaluation of the procedures was conducted to
determine their potential feasibility from an airspace and ATC
standpoint, and preliminary noise considerations were
addressed.
Alternative procedures were considered for both north and
south flows at the Airport.
The alternative procedures identified were divided into four
main categories, depending on the requirement for new,
upgraded, or relocated navigational aids (navaids), as
follows:
Category
A

No changes
Upgrading of existing navaids

•

Additional on-Airport navaid
Additional off-Airport navaid or relocation of
existing navaids

12.
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The alternative procedures were then reviewed with
(1) Department of Airports staff; (2) FAA air traffic
specialists in the Sacramento TRACON, the San Francisco Bay
Area TRACON, the Oakland Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC), and the FAA Western Pacific Regional Office; and
(3) air traffic specialists in the Travis Air Force Base Radar
Approach Control Facility (RAPCON).
METHODOLOGY--AIRCRAFT NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
Aircraft arrivals to and departures from Sacramento Metro
Airport typically follow a south flow traffic pattern because
of prevailing wind and air traffic conditions. Between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 10 p.m., the south flow is in use about
85 of the time.
An existing noise abatement procedure that maximizes use of the
north flow is in effect at the Airport between the hours of
10 p.m. and 8 a.m. During these hours, the north flow is used
unless aircraft would be operated in unsafe tail-wind conditions during takeoff or landing. In particular, winds permit
the use of the north flow at least 50 of the time between the
hours of 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. This noise abatement procedure was
implemented as a short-term measure to reduce nighttime aircraft noise exposure over the downtown Sacramento area.
Because the cities most frequently served from the Airport are
primarily to the southeast and east of Sacramento, the major
existing arrival and departure routes are oriented in these
directions. During south flow, jet aircraft departing from
Sacramento Metro Airport to destinations south and southeast of
the Sacramento area climb on the runway heading until reaching
an altitude of at least 600 feet, and then turn to the southeast to a heading of 120°. This routing, which causes the
departing jet aircraft to overfly the downtown Sacramento area,
is required to segregate the southeast-bound and eastbound
departures from arriving aircraft coming in from southwest of
the City over the Yolo Bypass. Residents in this area are
concerned about the aircraft overflights and the associated
perceived aircraft noise levels. The anticipated effects of
the potential changes to existing procedures were assessed in
terms of overall noise exposure and aircraft noise levels at
specific sites within areas that may be affected by the proposed procedures.
Aircraft noise exposure contours were developed for four
scenarios. One scenario represents maximized use of north flow
throughout the day with existing procedures. The other three
scenarios represent a combination of changes to existing

•
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south flow procedures. Aircraft noise levels at specific sites
throughout the area were calculated to further evaluate the
effects of implementing one or more of the new procedures.
Forecast 1995 traffic levels were used for the analyses to
correspond with the 1995 noise exposure map prepared in July
1990 as part of the Data Base Update for Sacramento Metro
Airport.

Chapter 2
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
As discussed in Chapter 1, a number of alternative SID and
STAR procedures were prepared for Sacramento Metro Airport
reflecting input from community and Department of Airports
representatives and from the FAA. These alternatives are
described in Table 1 and are shown on exhibits in Appendix A.
The exhibits show both the alternative procedures and the
existing procedures they are intended to replace.
Table 1 presents (1) the number of the exhibit depicting the
alternative, (2) a brief technical description of each alternative, (3) the basic category of the alternative as described
above, and (4) a summary of comments on the alternatives.
A preliminary evaluation of the technical feasibility of the
alternatives was made on the basis of discussions with FAA
personnel and our own professional judgment. The results of
this evaluation are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Preliminary noise considerations associated with these alternatives are-discussed in Chapter 3.
NORTH FLOW DEPARTURE ALTERNATIVES
The alternative north flow noise abatement procedures considered in this study are described below.
Extend North Flow Noise Abatement Procedure
For this north flow alternative, preferential use would be
made of Runways 34L/34R (landings and takeoffs to the north as
shown on Exhibit A-5) to the maximum extent that wind conditions would permit during all hours of the day. This alternative would be an extension of the existing north flow noise
abatement procedure, which applies only to the hours of
10 p.m. to 8 a.m.
To determine the maximum time the north flow alternative would
be feasible from the standpoints of wind, visibility, and
approach minimums, an analysis was performed of climatological
data for the Airport that was obtained from the National
Weather Service for the five-year period from January 1974
through December 1978. On the basis of the analysis, it is
estimated that the north flow alternative could be used at
least half the time on a 24-hour basis.

•
Exhibit
A, A-3,
A-5

Procedure

TahlO

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE
FLIGHT PROCEDURES
Sacramento Metro Airport

Category

Technical description

Comments

Preferential
north flow

A

Expand preferential use of Runway 34L/34R to 24-hour basis
when weather/winds permit.

Current nighttime use has significantly reduced noise
complaints. No new navaids or changes required in ATC
procedures. Increased airspace conflicts and ATC
workload. Use limited by wind/weather. Sutter County has
expressed concerns about additional overflights.

A-7

SID-1

A

Runway 34L/R: Maintain runway heading until reaching
1,500 feet, then proceed direct to the Hangtown VORTAC
(NNW), then via the HNW R-075 radial to Dudes intersection.

NNW is unusable between 200 ° and 260° beyond 15 nn and below
9,500 feet above MSL. Conflicts with McClellan AFB
Runway 16 arrivals and Runway 34 departures. Interacts with
Mather high altitude traffic over Rangtown VORTAC. Shortens
flight route.

A -El

SID-la

Same as SID-1, except 11) uses new on-Airport VOR radial
R-345 instead of runway heading and (2) after 1,500 feet,
turn right to a heading of 90 0 (H-090) to intercept new VOR
radial R-071 to Dudes intersection.

Avoids need for HNW. Otherwise, same comments as for SID-1.

A-9

SID-2

Runway 16L/R: Maintain runway heading until New intersection (SAC 5 ONE), then turn left, proceed direct Sacramento
VORTAC (SAC). Proceed via SAC R-090 to Frogo intersection.

Props/turboprop departures would diverge by 15 ° or more to
west or east. Arrivals would use new STAR-1. Travis AFB
approach control has concerns about feasibility of prop/
t-prop routes to west. On-Airport VOR would reduce flight
track dispersion.

SID-2a

Same as SID-2, except uses new on-Airport VOR (New-1) to
New-1 10 ONE, then direct SAC.

Same as SID-2.

SID-2b

Same as SID-2, except uses relocated SAC VORTAC (SAC-2)
R-345 to SAC-2 5 ONE, then via SAC-2 R-090 to Frog°
intersection.

Same as SID-2.

A-10

SID-3

A

Runway 16L/R: Maintain runway heading until New intersection (SAC 5 ONE), then turn left, proceed direct SAC.
Proceed via SAC R-058 to Dudes intersection.

Same as SID-2.

A-11

SID-3a

A

Same as 5I0-3 except after SAC, proceed via SAC R-090 to SAC
5 ONE, then turn left H-040. Intercept and proceed via SAC
R-058 to Dudes intersection.

Same as 8I0-2, except reduced overflights of south
Sacramento area.

Same as 5I1)53 and 3-a, except uses new on-Airport VOR
(New-1), R-165 to New-1, 10 DME, then direct SAC.

Same as SI0s2 and 3-a.

SID-3b

(3N

Table 1 (page 2 of 4)
DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE FLIGHT PROCEDURES
Sacramento Metro Airport

Exhibit

Procedure

Category

Technical

description
turn right heading 210 0 for

Comments
Review by Travis AFB approach control indicates potential
airspace conflicts. Would make use of Runway 16L more
desirable for jets from capacity standpoint, but would have
higher noise impact than Runway 16R.

A-12

SID-4a
(props)

A

Runway 16L/R (prop aircraft):
radarvectors to V334.

A-12

SID-4b
(props)

A

Runway 16L/R (turboprop aircraft):
for radar vector to assigned route.

SID-4c
(turboprops)

A

Runway 16L/R: Maintain runway heading to 600 feet, then
turn left heading 135 0 for radar vectors to SAC.

Would require altitude restriction of about 4,000 feet for
non-jets to cross below eastbound jet departures over SAC
using SID-7.

A-13

5I0-5

A

(Jets to Bay Area.) Same as SIDsl,
SAC, proceed via SAC R-162.

Would require new navaid about 10 nm north of LIN and new
STAR, e.g., STAR-6. Would add to airspace congestion over
LIN, also used by Bay Area traffic. Possible undesirable
cross-over of arrivals and departures over SAC. Major
airspace restructuring required.

A-14

SID-6

A

Runway 16L/R: Maintain runway heading . to new intersection
Proceed
(SAC 5 ONE), then turn left proceed direct to SAC.
via SAC R-114 to LIN.

Interactions with Bay Area traffic could require altitude
restriction or preclude this procedure. STARS 4, 6, or 7,
see comments on
or similar procedures could be required.
5I0-5 above.

Same as SID-6, except uses new on-airport VOR (New-1) R-165
to New-1 10 ONE, then direct SAC.

Same as SID-6.

SID-6a

turn right heading 1800

2, and 3 except after

Same as SID-4a.

A-15

SID-7

A

Runway 16L/R: turn right heading 180 ° until SAC 7D, cross
SAC 7D at or above 5,000, turn left, proceed direct to
SAC. Proceed via either SAC R-090 to Frog°, or via SAC
R-090 to SAC 7 ONE, then turn left H-040 intercept and
proceed via SAC R-058 to Dudes intersection.

Props/turboprops would climb runway heading until 600 feet
then proceed direct to SAC and maintain 4,000 feet, expect
higher altitude after passing SAC. Requires STAR-1a.
Slightly longer routes for departures and arrivals than
straight-out Sins. Departure flight tracks would be moved
to west side of Yolo Bypass.

A-15

SID-7a

A

Same as 5I0-7, except after SAC, proceed via SAC R-090 to
Frogo intersection.

Same as SID-7.

Same as SID-7, except uses new on-Airport VOR R-180 to new
VOR 10 ONE, then direct to SAC.

Same as SID-7.

SID-7b

OMEN
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Table 1 (p
OSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE FLIGHT PROCEDURES
DESCRIPTION
Sacramento Metro Airport

Exhibit
A-16

A-17

Procedure

Category

•
Comments

Technical description

SID-8

Runway 16L/R: Maintain runway heading to new intersection
(SAC 5 ONE), then turn left proceed direct to SAC. Same as
SID-2 except proceed via SAC R-• to new off-airport VORTAC
(New-2).

Would require new navaid about 10 nm of Linden VORTAC and
new STAR, e.g., STAR-1. Eliminates undesirable arrival/
departure crossing.

SID-8a

Same as SID-8, except uses new on-airport VOR (New-1) to
New-1 10 DME, then direct SAC.

Same as 5I0-8.

SID-9

Runway 16L/R: ("Looping" right turn) Turn right heading
210 ° for radar vector to Nangtown VORTAC (NNW), maintain
4,000 feet, expect higher altitude after crossing TZZ R345. Expect right turn H-070 for vector to Dudes
intersection.

Would conflict with Travis AFB arrivals. HNW unusable
between 200° and 260 0 beyond 15 nm below 9,500 feet MSL.
Would result in jet aircraft overflights of Davis and
Woodland areas. Must first cross below, then recross above,
arrival pattern.

SID-9a

Same as SID-9, except right turn heading 210° for radar
vector to new on-Airport VOR (New-1) then via New-1 R-040 to
Dudes intersection.

Same as SID-9, except new on-Airport VOR could eliminate
need for RNW and better define route.

SID-9b

Same as SID-9, except turn right heading 245° for radar
vector to Dudes intersection.

Same as SID-9, except eliminates need for HNW or new
on-Airport VORTAC.

After leaving 600 feet, turn left heading 075 ° for radar
vector to Dudes intersection.

Conflicts with McClellan AFB operations. Eliminated in
previous study. Wide dispersion of flight tracks and
increased overflights of developed areas.

SID-10

A

A-18

STAR-1

(CZQ to LIN then:) From over LIN, then via UN R-275 and
Travis VOR (TZZ) R-095 to new intersection (TZZ R-095 and
SAC R-205), then via heading 345 ° for radar vector to final
approach course.

May require upgrade of TZZ.

A-19

STAR-la

Same as STAR-1, except from over LIN to TZZ, then via
heading 350 0 for radar vector to final approach course. •

Same as above. Required for SIDs 7, 7a, and 7b. Could also
be used for "straight-out" departure procedures.

A-20

STAR-2

From over Concord VOR/DME (CCR) via CCR R-014 and TZZ R-194
to TZZ. Proceed via TZZ R-014 to (New) intersection, then
via heading 345° for radar vector to final approach course.

Would probably require upgrade of TZZ. Would be used in
conjunction with STARs 1 and la. May he preferable to using
Marysville VORTAC, because TZZ is closer.

A-21

STAR-4

From over Friant VORTAC (FRA), via FRA R-314, HNW R-133 to
HNW. Proceed via HNW R-270 to (New) intersection, then via
NNW R-270 for radar vector to final approach course.

Conflicts with Mather AFB high altitude arrival. Permits
future downwind leg for simultaneous approach. UNW may be
unusable.

A

Table 1 (page 4 of 4)
DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE FLIGHT PROCEDURES
Sacramento Metro Airport

Exhibit

A-22

Procedure

Category

Technical description

Comments

STAR-4a

C

Same as STAR-4 except uses new on-Airport VOR after HNW.

Same as STAR-4.

STAR-6

D

From over FRA, Via FRA R- 8 to new VOR (New 2) then via New 2
R-* for radar vector to final approach course (downwind
east),

Conflicts with McClellan AFB traffic. Separates arrivals
from SID-61 crossing Sine 3 and 3a. Crossing interaction
with eastbound departures. Permits future simultaneous U.S
approach downwind.

STAR-6a

0

Same as STAR-6, except uses new on-Airport VOR after New 2
VOR.

Same as STAR-6.

AFB
= air force base
ATC
= air traffic control
= distance measuring equipment
ONE
11-015 = heading 015°
U.S
= instrument landing system
MSL
= mean sea level
= nautical mile
nm
R-145 = 145° radial
SID
= standard instrument departure procedure
STAR = standard terminal arrival procedure
VOR
= very high frequency (VHF) omnidirectional range
VORTAC VOR collocated with tactical air navigation equipment
*Radial would depend on new navaid location.
Note: All procedures apply to turbojet aircraft only, except where indicated.
Source: KPMG Peat 14rwick, December 1990.

■.0
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The main factors currently limiting use of the north flow
alternative are:
•

Allowable wind components and visibility requirements
for FAA runway use programs

•

Higher landing minimums on Runway 34L (compared with
Runway 16R)

•

Increased potential airspace conflicts between
arrivals to Runways 34L/34R and VFR traffic operating
south of the Airport

•

Increased ATC workload in the Sacramento TRACON
because control of arrival traffic cannot be distributed between two radar positions as it is in the
south flow

•

Lack of a high-speed exit taxiway on Runway 34L and
the location of the glide slope critical area, which
would reduce arrival capacity, particularly during
inclement weather conditions

SID-1 and SID-la
Two new alternative SID procedures were considered for use
during the north flow: SID-1 and SID-la, as shown on
Exhibits A-7 and A-8. The main difference between SIDs 1
and la and the existing north flow departure procedures is
that, instead of turning southeast bound (to a heading of
120 0 ), jet departures proceeding over the Dudes intersection
would turn eastbound after reaching an altitude of 1,500 feet
above MSL for radar vectors direct to either (1) the Hangtown
very high frequency omnidirectional range collocated with tactical air navigation equipment (VORTAC), (SID-1), or (2) the
Dudes intersection via a new on-Airport very high frequency
omnidirectional range (VOR) radial (SID-1a).
Both SID-1 and SID-la would conflict with McClellan Air Force
Base (AFB) aircraft arrivals to Runway 16 and departures from
Runway 34, and with Mather AFB high-altitude arrivals to Runway 22L.

•

It was determined that SID-1 would not be feasible because the
Hangtown VORTAC is not usable between 200° to 260° beyond
15 nautical miles (nm) below a 9,500-foot altitude. Therefore,
SID-1 is no longer under consideration. SID-la, however,
remains a possible candidate for FAA review.
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SOUTH FLOW DEPARTURE ALTERNATIVES
During south flow, four main categories of alternative departure procedures for turbojet aircraft were considered:
•

Straight-out (heading 165°) procedures

•

"Looping" (right turn to recross the Airport northeast bound) procedures

•

Left turn (heading 075°) procedures

•

Right turn (heading 180°) procedures

Straight-Out Procedures
Straight-out departure procedures during south flow considered
in the evaluation include the following procedures, which are
described in Table 1:
SID-2, 2a, and 2b (SID-2 is shown on Exhibit A-9)
•

SID-3, 3a, and 3b (SID-3 is shown on Exhibit A-10
and SID-3a on Exhibit A-11)

•

SID-5, 6, and 6a (SID-5 is shown on Exhibit A-12
with other SIDs and separately on Exhibit A-13;
SID-6 is shown on Exhibit A-14)

•

SID-8 and 8a (SID-8 is shown on Exhibit A-16)

All of the above procedures are designed to replace the
existing Dudes and/or Frogo departure procedures.
The main difference between the existing procedures and the
alternative "straight-out" procedures is that turbojet aircraft would climb straight out for approximately 10 rim before
turning eastbound, instead of turning southeast over downtown
Sacramento after climbing above an altitude of 600 feet.
Therefore, aircraft noise and overflights of developed areas
would be reduced.
The straight-out procedures listed above differ primarily in
the type of navigational guidance provided (e.g., radar vectors or new or relocated navigational aids) and the route of
flight after passing the Sacramento VORTAC.

•
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An airspace capacity consideration associated with the above
procedures is that, unless instrument departures by slower
propeller and turboprop aircraft from Sacramento Metro Airport
could be turned to the left or right so as to diverge from the
faster jet departures by at least 15° (to permit simultaneous
departures), significant aircraft delays could occur.
If the propeller/turboprop aircraft departures are turned to
the right (southwest), they would have airspace interactions
with other aircraft operating within the airspace controlled
by the Travis AFB approach control facility. According to air
traffic specialists at Travis AFB, it does not appear feasible
for them to accommodate these propeller/turboprop departures
even if the airspace boundaries were redefined; the airspace
would still be required for Travis AFB operations.

•

If the propeller/turboprop aircraft departures are turned to
the left, they would have to be (1) above an altitude of
600 feet, and (2) initially restricted to an altitude of
approximately 4,000 feet, so as to cross below the jet departures proceeding to the east.
Possible future refinements to the above procedures that would
be desirable include a new on-Airport VOR or Terminal VOR
(TVOR), or relocation of the existing Sacramento VORTAC to the
west to provide improved departure course guidance. However,
the Sacramento VORTAC is also used to provide en route navigational guidance as part of the national airspace system (NAS),
as well as for instrument approach guidance for Sacramento
Executive Airport. Therefore, it appears that the potential
negative impacts of relocating the Sacramento VORTAC outweigh
the potential benefits that could more easily (and probably
much sooner) be provided by a new on-Airport VOR or TVOR at
Sacramento Metro Airport.
Until an on-Airport TVOR or other navigational aid is available, the width or "dispersion" of flight tracks could also be
reduced by depicting the desired departure flight tracks on
the video map display used by controllers at the Sacramento
TRACON. The controllers could then be instructed to maintain
aircraft flight tracks within specified parameters, when traffic conditions permit, in procedures similar to those used by
the Atlanta TRACON for departing aircraft up to an altitude of
5,000 feet above MSL.

22,
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"Looping" Right-Turn Procedures
"Looping" right-turn departure procedures would replace the
existing Dudes departure procedure during the south flow by
requiring jet aircraft departures that are eastbound or
northeast-bound to perform a "looping" right turn and recross
the Airport heading east. After such a "looping" right turn,
these aircraft would be at higher altitudes and north of many
developed areas. However, departing aircraft would need to
initially be restricted to a lower altitude than the
Sacramento Metro Airport arrival pattern. After crossing
below the arrival pattern westbound, the departing aircraft
would then need to climb to a high enough altitude in order to
recross above the arrival aircraft pattern before turning
eastbound. As a result, jet aircraft would overfly the City
of Woodland, which currently does not experience jet aircraft
noise. Overflights of new areas to the northeast would also
increase, although at higher altitudes.
The looping right-turn departures considered include SIDs 9,
9a, and 9b, which are described in Table 1. SID-9b is shown
on .Exhibit A-17.
In our preliminary discussions with the FAA, it was determined
that the Hangtown VORTAC would be unusable for the SID-9 procedure because of reception problems. Therefore, SID-9 has
been eliminated from further consideration. SIDs 9a and 9b
remain potential candidates for further evaluation by the FAA.
The major airspace considerations associated with the above
procedures are (1) potential interactions with aircraft controlled by the Travis approach control to the west, and
(2) the requirement for these departures to first cross below
arrival aircraft on the downwind leg west of the Airport, and
then recross over the top of these arrival aircraft. Because
of the crossing and recrossing interactions and longer radar
vectors required, ATC and pilot workload would be higher than
with existing procedures, resulting in potential aircraft
delays. In addition, developed areas that are currently
unaffected by aircraft noise, such as the City of Woodland,
would be exposed to aircraft noise and overflights.
It appears that it would be desirable (or necessary) to have a
new on-Airport VOR or TVOR to provide adequate course guidance
for the looping procedures because of the previously mentioned
reception problems of the Hangtown VORTAC.

•

•
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Left-Turn Procedure
The left-turn departure procedure during south flow considered
in the evaluation is SID-10, described in Table 1. SID-10 was
rejected in the previous study of noise abatement alternatives
because of airspace conflicts with McClellan AFB.
SID-10 would replace the existing Dudes departure procedure.
Turbojet departures to the south would turn left to a heading
of 075° instead of 120°. This initial heading would be
intended to place aircraft over unpopulated areas of North
Natomas during the low-altitude portion of the climbout.
However, several factors could result in a relatively wide band
of aircraft flight tracks with this procedure:

S

•

Aircraft must be above 600 feet before turning left
because of tall radio towers southeast of the Airport

•

Aircraft climb at different rates and would turn at
different points because of numerous variables,
including type of aircraft, load factor, wind direction and velocity, temperature, different pilot
reaction times, etc

.

McClellan AFB operations would require frequent
adjustments to the initial turn.

As a result of the flight track dispersion, many left-turn
departures to the east would also overfly populated areas such
as South Natomas
Right-Turn Procedures
Right-turn departure procedures during south flow considered in
the evaluation are SIDs 7, 7a, and 7b, which are described in
Table 1. SID-7 and SID-7a are shown on Exhibit A-15.
Turbojet departures to the south would turn right 15° to a
heading of 180° until about 10 nm south of the Airport, before
turning eastbound at or above a 5,000-foot altitude over the
Sacramento VORTAC to resume the Dudes and Frogo departure
routes. Therefore, these aircraft would overfly currently
undeveloped areas to a greater extent than aircraft under
existing procedures.

•

The major airspace consideration associated with the "rightturn" procedures would be the requirement to restrict propeller
and turboprop aircraft proceeding straight out to an initial
altitude of approximately 4,000 feet until past the Sacramento

zit
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VORTAC in order to remain below jet aircraft departures turning
to the east. In turn, it would be necessary to ensure that the
jet departures would be at least 1,000 feet above any
conflicting straight-out propeller/turboprop aircraft prior to
turning east. A crossing restriction and/or minimum climb
gradient of approximately 500 feet per nm until above
5,000 feet may be required to ensure such vertical separation. During hot weather, if some jet aircraft were unable
to meet such altitude restrictions, aircraft delays could
OCCUr.

Another consideration is that jet aircraft flight paths would
be longer than at present and slightly longer than under the
straight-out procedures described earlier.
As with the straight-out procedures, the right-turn departure
procedure would be enhanced by either (1) adding an on-Airport
TVOR, or (2) depicting the desired flight track on the ATC
video map display.
SOUTH FLOW ARRIVAL ALTERNATIVES
The following alternative STAR procedures were considered for
Sacramento Metro Airport:
•

STAR-1 and la (STAR-1 is shown on Exhibit A-18)
(STAR-la is shown on Exhibit A-19)

•

STAR-2 (shown on Exhibit A-20)

•

STAR-4* and 4a (STAR-4 is shown on Exhibit A-21)

•

STAR-6a (shown on Exhibit A-22)

It was necessary to develop alternative arrival procedures in
order to reduce or eliminate potential airspace interactions
with the proposed alternative departure procedures described in
the previous sections. Therefore, it is important to consider
these STAR alternatives in combination with their associated
SID alternatives, as described in the following paragraphs.

*Numbers of alternative procedures are not necessarily
consecutive, because some procedures were eliminated after
initial screening.

•

•
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STAR-1 and STAR-la
STAR-1 and STAR-la, shown on Exhibits A-18 and A-19, would
replace the existing WRAPS-4 arrival procedure to Sacramento
Metro Airport from the southeast (see Exhibits A-5 and A-6).
STAR-1 is intended to provide separation from the "straightout" departure alternatives (SIDs 2, 2a, 2b, 3, 3a, 3b, 8,
and 8a).
STAR-la is intended to provide separation from the right-turn
alternatives (SIDs 7, 7a, and 7b).
The main difference between STARs 1 and la and the existing
WRAPS-4 arrival procedure is that instead of proceeding from
over the Linden VORTAC direct to the Sacramento VORTAC,
arrivals would proceed direct to the Travis VOR. Therefore,
arrivals would enter the downwind leg approximately 10 nm
farther to the south, so as to provide lateral separation from
the alternative straight-out departure procedures. The Travis
VOR is currently classified as a "low-power" VOR and is used
for military instrument arrival procedures, including the
Squaw Valley 1 STAR procedure from the northeast (shown on
Exhibit A-5). However, according to FAA representatives, it
may be necessary to upgrade the Travis VOR to meet FAA
standards far civil use. An alternative would be to establish
appropriate radar vector procedures for arrival aircraft after
the Linden VORTAC or a new intersection defined by Linden and
Sacramento VORTAC radials.
STAR-2
STAR-2, shown on Exhibit A-20, would supplement or replace the
existing Concord arrival procedure from the south. Instead of
proceeding from over the Concord VOR via the Concord 020°
radial to intercept the Marysville VORTAC 174° radial,
arrivals would proceed from over the Concord VOR via the
Concord 014° radial to the Travis VOR. As discussed above,
use of the Travis VOR may require that it be upgraded to meet
FAA standards.

•

It does not appear that the STAR-2 procedure would (1) be
necessary to accommodate any of the alternative departure
procedures, or (2) contribute to noise reduction. However,
the STAR-2 procedure may be preferable to the Concord 1 procedure from a pilot navigation standpoint, because the Travis
VOR is much closer than the Marysville VORTAC. No significant
airspace changes appear to be necessary to accommodate STAR-2.
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STAR-3

Eliminated during initial screening.
STAR-4 and STAR-4a
The existing WRAP-4 arrival procedure would place arrivals on
this route in direct conflict with SID-6 over and to the west
of the Linden VORTAC. STAR-4 and STAR-4a (shown on
Exhibit A-21) are intended to provide lateral separation from
SID-6 (see Exhibit A-14). SID-6 would require a major reconfiguration of the en route airspace structure because departures would be in direct conflict with the arrival flow into
both the San Francisco Bay and Sacramento areas. STAR-4 and
STAR-4a, while resolving the conflict with SID-6, would result
, in other airspace interactions, including a crossing interaction with Dudes departures (or equivalent alternatives) and
McClellan AFB operations to or from the north and east.
STAR-5
Eliminated during initial screening.
STAR-6 and STAR-6a
STAR-6a, shown on Exhibit A-22, would use a new off-Airport
VORTAC (NEW2) located about 10 nm north of the Linden VORTAC
and a new on-Airport VOR (NEW1). Instead of proceeding over
the Linden VORTAC direct to the Sacramento VORTAC to enter a
west downwind leg, arrivals would proceed from over the new
off-Airport VORTAC (NEW2 on Exhibit A-22) direct to the
on-Airport VORTAC (NEW1 on Exhibit A-22) to enter a downwind
leg on the east side of the Airport. Airspace constraints for
STAR-6 and 6a include interactions with McClellan AFB and
crossing interactions with the existing Dudes departure
procedure (or equivalent alternatives). The new off-Airport
VORTAC would help resolve the airspace interactions between
southeast-bound departures and the existing WRAPS 4 arrival
procedure. Major airspace restructuring would be required to
accommodate STAR-6 and STAR-6a.
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Chapter 3
AIRCRAFT NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
A preliminary evaluation of the noise effects of the new procedures is discussed in this chapter. The noise effects were
evaluated in terms of (1) overall aircraft noise exposure and
(2) noise levels at specific sites.
CALCULATION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE EXPOSURE USING THE CNEL METHOD

•

The unit of noise measurement required by the State of
California and used in this study is the CNEL metric. The
CNEL represents the daily A-weighted* average sound level in
decibels (dBA) during a 24-hour period, adjusted to an equivalent level (weighted average) to account for the lower
tolerance of people to noise during evening (7 p.m. to
10 p.m.) and nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) hours compared with
daytime hours (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.).
The CNEL metric is used in noise elements of community general
plans and in the delineation of noise levels around airports
for purposes of the State of California airport "Noise
Standards."** CNEL values may also be used for measuring
noise from sources other than aircraft, such as automobile
traffic, to determine combined impacts.
CNEL values used in this analysis are based on several factors
that contribute to aircraft noise exposure, such as:

•

•

Types of aircraft

•

Mix of aircraft types in daily operations and their
noise characteristics

*The human ear does not respond equally to sound frequencies.
It is less efficient at low and high frequencies than it is
at medium or speech-range frequencies. Thus, to obtain a
single number representing the sound level of a noise having
a wide range of frequencies in a manner representative of
the ear's response, it is necessary to reduce the effects of
the low and high frequencies. The resultant sound level is
said to be A-weighted.
**State of California, Administrative Code, "Noise Standards,"
Title 21, Subchapter 6.
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•

Number of aircraft operations and the time of day
they occur

•

Use of runways

•

Flight tracks used by arriving and departing aircraft and training operations

Briefly, the CNEL method involves calculating the noise exposure levels from each aircraft operation (takeoff or landing)
at ground level around an airport, and accumulating these
noise exposure levels for a typical 24-hour period. Evening
and nighttime noise exposure levels are weighted more heavily
than daytime exposure levels, because noise events during
quieter evening and nighttime hours create greater annoyance.
Contour lines are drawn on a map of the subject airport and
its environs to indicate areas of equal noise exposure. The
areas within the contours and the numbers of people who reside
within these areas can then be used as general indices of
comparative noise exposure.
The California airport "Noise Standards" establish CNEL 65 as
the level of noise acceptable to a "reasonable" person residing in the vicinity of an airport. This criterion was chosen
for urban residential areas where houses are of typical
California construction, and where windows may be partially
open. The CNEL 65 compatibility standard was selected by the
State of California with regard to speech, sleep, and community reaction.
Noise analyses were performed for three scenarios. Two of the
scenarios reflect the change in noise exposure associated with
the implementation of combinations of revised SID procedures
for jet aircraft in south flow conditions. Scenario 1
reflects straight-out (heading 165°) procedures. Scenario 2
reflects right-turn (heading 180 0 ) procedures. As appropriate, revised departure procedures for propeller and turboprop
aircraft were incorporated into each scenario. In both of
these scenarios, existing procedures were assumed to remain in
effect for all operations not affected by the new procedures.
The third scenario reflects the use 'of the existing SID procedures, with extended use of north flow. Preferential use of
north flow is currently in effect as a noise abatement procedure between the hours of 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. A summary of the
procedures incorporated into each of the scenarios is provided
in the following table.

•
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SUMMARY OF NOISE ANALYSIS SCENARIOS
Sacramento Metro Airport
Noise
analysis
scenario
1
2
3

Alternative
SID procedures
Frogo
Dudes
Arrival
SID-2
SID-3a
STAR-1
SID-7a
STAR-la
SID-7
Existing
Existing
Existing

Description
Straight-out
Right-turn
North flow

SID = standard instrument departure
STAR = Standard terminal arrival
Note: Refer to Table 1 for description of the new
SID procedures.

•

The noise analyses incorporate fleet mix, aircraft operational, trip length, and time of day assumptions used in the
development of the 1995 noise exposure map prepared as part of
the Airport Data Base Update completed in July 1990. The
noise abaterdent procedure under which north flow is preferred
between the hours of 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. was removed for
Scenarios 1 and 2. This procedure would no longer be in
effect if revised south flow SID and STAR procedures were
implemented. The following table provides a summary of the
annual average number of daily jet aircraft departures that
were assumed to follow the various SID procedures.
ASSUMED AVERAGE DAILY JET AIRCRAFT DEPARTURES
Sacramento Metro Airport
1995

•

Airspace reference
point/destination
Frogo (Los Angeles/
Southern California)
Dudes (Eastern
destinations)
North (Portland/
Seattle)
Bay Area
Total

Total

Day

Evening

Night

32

6

4

42

23

4

3

30

6
2

1
1
12

1
1

8
4

9

84

63
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AIRCRAFT NOISE EXPOSURE CONTOURS
Aircraft noise exposure contours were calculated using the
FAA's Integrated Noise Model Version 3.9. The noise exposure
contour map reflecting the implementation of south flow
straight-out procedures (Scenario 1) is shown on Exhibit A-23.
The noise exposure contour map reflecting the implementation
of south flow right-turn procedures (Scenario 2) is shown on
Exhibit A-24. The noise exposure map reflecting the preferred
use of north flow over the entire day (Scenario 3) is shown on
Exhibit A-25. The maps depict CNEL 60, 65, 70, and 75 noise
exposure contours assuming forecast 1995 average daily traffic
levels and fleet mix.
As shown on Exhibit A-23, the aircraft noise exposure for
Scenario 1 includes a southern extension of the noise contours
associated with the straight-out south flow (heading 165 0 )
procedures. The western extension of the noise contours,
which resembles a hook, is attributable to military training
flights. As discussed earlier, preferred north flow runway
use from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m. would be eliminated if the
straight-out south flow procedures were implemented. As a
result, the noise contours extending to the north of the
Airport are defined primarily by arrivals to Runways 16L and
16R.
The noise exposure contours for Scenario 2, shown on
Exhibit A-24, clearly show the effects of the right turn in
south flow to a heading of 180° after takeoff. The noise
contours are otherwise identical to those for Scenario 1,
extending a similar distance to the south, and being defined
to the north by arrivals to the two runways.
North flow is assumed to be practical for use at least 50% of
the time, on a 24-hour average basis. The noise contours
reflecting the extended use of north flow over the entire day,
shown on Exhibit A-25, resemble the noise contours for 1995
prepared for the Data Base Update. The 1995 noise contours
incorporated maximized use of north flow only between the
hours of 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. During the hours of 10 p.m. and
7 a.m., aircraft operations are weighted by a factor of ten in
the calculation of CNEL. Therefore, the shift of daytime
aircraft operations from south flow to north flow did not
result in a major change in the contours. The noise exposure
map shown on Exhibit A-25 includes a long extension of the
southern end of the noise contours associated with arrivals to
Runway 34L. In addition, the portion of the noise contour
west of the Airport, associated with military training operations, becomes a continuous loop, due to the increased use of
north flow for these operations.

•

•

•
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AIRCRAFT NOISE EVALUATION AT SELECTED SITES
Twelve sites were selected for an evaluation of aircraft noise
exposure levels associated with the three scenarios. These
are depicted on Exhibit A-26. Six sites, identified as
Sites one through six, were located in areas that would potentially be affected by aircraft following the proposed south
flow straight-out and right-turn procedures. Six additional
sites, identified as Sites A through F, were located in areas
currently under existing flight tracks that would be expected
to receive similar or lower aircraft noise levels as a result
of the implementation of the proposed south flow departure
procedures or extended north flow over the entire day. The
locations of all twelve sites are described as follows:
•

Site 1--the north boundary of the Sacramento Bypass
along the extended centerline of Runway 16L

•

Site 2--near the 1-80 Business 1-80 interchange

•

Site 3--the western edge of residential development
in the Greenhaven/Pocket Area

•

Site 4--approximately one mile northeast of Valley
Hi Country Club

•

Site 5--the intersection of State Route 99 and
Calvine Road

•

Site 6--the golf course in El Macero

•

Site A--the intersection of San Juan Road and Garden
Highway

•

Site B--the intersection of San Juan Road and
Bridgesford Drive

•

Site C--Lincoln Plaza (4th and P Streets) in downtown Sacramento

•

Site D--California Middle School

•

Site E--Curtis Park

•

Site F--the intersection of 46th and D Streets

The individual CNEL values were calculated using the grid
analysis option of the Integrated Noise Model. The results of
the analyses at the twelve sites are presented in Table 2, and
are described below.

9-
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Table 2
COMPARISON OF CNEL VALUES AT SELECTED SITES
Sacramento Metro Airport

Scenario 2
Right-turn

Scenario 3
North flow

Site

1990

1
2
3
4
5
6

53.0
44.5
40.7
33.3
43.4
35.2

54.3
44.6
41.4
32.1
41.5
34.2

56.2
46.6
47.2
44.9
40.4
38.7

50.8
44.2
45.1
44.2
39.4
42.7

51.4
42.1
38.6
33.5
42.5
38.8

A
B
C
D
E
F

61.5
61.5
53.0
47.2
48.9
49.2

59.0
59.0
50.6
45.3
46.8
47.2

49.8
48.7
34.5
33.5
34.9
39.5

46.7
45.8
34.5
33.6
35.0
39.5

57.6
57.7
49.4
44.2
45.9
47.5

=
=
=
=
=
=

1995 Baseline

Scenario 1
Straight-out

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sacramento Bypass under extended centerline of Runway 16L
I-80/Business Route 1-80 interchange
Western edge of residential development in Greenhaven/Pocket area
One mile northwest of Valley Hi Country Club
State Route 99 and Calvine Road
Golf Course in El Macero

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site

A = San Juan Road and Garden Highway
13 = San Juan Road and Bridgesford Drive
C = Lincoln Plaza (4th and P Streets)
D = California Middle School
E = Curtis Park
F = 46th and D Streets

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick, December 1990.
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Site 1 - Sacramento Bypass under Extended Centerline of
Runway 16L
The use of straight-out departure procedures (Scenario 1)
results in slightly higher noise levels than the 1995 baseline
levels, because aircraft following these procedures would pass
closer to this site. The lowest noise level at this site is
associated with the right-turn south flow procedures
(Scenario 2), as aircraft following these procedures would
pass this site farther to the west than they would in any
other scenario. In extended north flow (Scenario 3), more
departures would be to the north, resulting in fewer overflights by departing aircraft and lower overall aircraft noise
levels than for the 1995 baseline. However, the aircraft
noise levels at this site would still be affected by aircraft
following the existing procedures when the Airport is required
to operate in south flow, which would be expected to occur
less than 50% of the time. Therefore, the noise exposure
levels are slightly higher for Scenario 3 than for Scenario 2.

•

Site 2 - I-80/Business Route 1-80 Interchange
The variations in overall projected aircraft noise levels at
this site ate similar to those at Site 1, except that the
extended north flow scenario (Scenario 3) results in the
lowest noise levels. The site is located far enough to the
south so that the aircraft following the existing SID
procedures when the Airport is required to operate in south
flow generate much lower noise levels than at Site 1.
Site 3 - Western Edge of Residential Development in
Greenhaven/Pocket Area
The variations in overall projected aircraft noise levels at
this site are similar to those at Site 2, with the extended
north flow scenario (Scenario 3) resulting in the lowest aircraft noise levels.
Site 4 - One Mile Northwest of Valley Hi Country Club.

•

The variations in overall aircraft noise levels at this site
are similar to those at Sites 2 and 3. The aircraft noise
levels associated with Scenarios 1 and 2 are much closer, as
aircraft following the SID-2 and SID-3a (Scenario 1) and SID-7
and SID-7a (Scenario 2) overfly this site; however, aircraft
following the SID-7 and SID-7a procedures would be at a higher
altitude, resulting in slightly lower aircraft noise levels.
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Site 5 - State Route 99 and Calvine Road
The overall projected aircraft noise levels at this site are
lower than the baseline aircraft noise levels for Scenarios 1
and 2. As is the case with Site 4, aircraft following the
SID-2, SID-3a, SID-7, and SID-7a procedures would all overfly
this site. However, aircraft following the SID-7 and SID-7a
procedures would be at a higher altitude, resulting in
slightly lower aircraft noise levels.
Site 6 - Golf Course in El Macero
The overall projected aircraft noise levels at this site are
highest under the SID-7 and SID-7a procedures (Scenario 2),
because aircraft following these procedures pass closer to the
El Macero area than under any other procedure. The extended
use of north flow (Scenario 3) results in higher aircraft
noise levels than the baseline levels at this site due to
increased arrivals from the south, particularly to Runway 34L.
Site A - San Juan Road and Garden Highway
Scenarios 1-and 2 both result in significantly lower aircraft
noise levels than the 1995 baseline levels at this site,
because south flow departures following the straight-out and
right-turn procedures would not overfly the site. The rightturn procedure (Scenario 2) would result in aircraft passing
farther to the west of the site than the straight-out procedure (Scenario 1), resulting in lower aircraft noise levels.
The extended use of north flow (Scenario 3) results in much
less of a reduction, because aircraft would continue to overfly the site when south flow operations are required at the
Airport.
Site B - San Juan Road and Bridgesford Drive
The variations in aircraft noise levels at this site associated with each of the scenarios are similar to those at
Site A.
Site C - Lincoln Plaza (4th and P Streets)
Scenarios 1 and 2 both result in significantly lower aircraft
noise levels than the 1995 baseline levels at this site. The
difference in noise levels associated with the straight-out
versus the right-turn procedures is insignificant. As at
Sites A and B, the extended use of north flow (Scenario 3)

•
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4111

would result in less of a reduction in noise levels, because
aircraft would continue to overfly the site when south flow
operations are required at the Airport.
Site D - California Middle School
The variations in aircraft noise levels associated with the
scenarios at this site are similar to those for Site C.
Site E - Curtis Park
The variations in aircraft noise levels associated with the
scenarios at this site are similar to those for Sites C
and D.
Site F - 46th and D Streets

•

The variations in noise levels associated with the scenarios
at this site are similar to those at Sites C, D, and E, except
that the noise level associated with the extended use of north
flow is slightly higher than the baseline level. This is a
result of an increase in aircraft departing to the north,
turning back to the south, and overflying this site.
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Chapter 4
RECOMMENDATIONS
As discussed earlier, alternative procedures were considered
for both north and south flow operations at Sacramento Metro
Airport. Procedures for each flow direction recommended for
FAA evaluation are summarized below.
NORTH FLOW
On the basis of our evaluation, no changes are recommended in
existing procedures during north flow operations shown on
Exhibit A at this time. Recent implementation of the
preferential use of north flow during nighttime hours has
reduced aircraft noise and overflights of developed areas.
Therefore, it is recommended that the preferential use of
Runways 34L-34R be extended to 24 hours a day. Existing south
flow procedures would need to remain in effect pending an FAA
decision on the south flow alternatives discussed below.
SOUTH FLOW
From an airspace standpoint, south flow is far more preferable
than north flow. However, current departure procedures during
south flow result in aircraft noise and overflights of developed areas which are unacceptable to the community.
Recommended alternative departure procedures intended to
reduce aircraft noise and overflights of developed areas
during south flow fall into two categories: (1) straight-out
departures and (2) right-turn departures.
Recommended Strai ht-Out De artures
The straight-out departure procedures would require east- and
southeast-bound jet aircraft, which currently follow the
existing Dudes and Frogo departure procedures, to proceed ,
straight-out on runway heading of 165° (or an equivalent
course provided by a new on-Airport navaid) until about 10 nm
south of the Airport before turning eastbound.
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The "straight-out" departure and associated arrival procedures
recommended for submittal to FAA for consideration as part of
its Northern California Airspace Management Study are as
follows:
•

SID-2 (Exhibit A-9)

•

SID-2a (same as SID-2, with new on-Airport navaid)

•

SID-3a (Exhibit A-il)

•

SID-3b (same as SID-3a, with new on-Airport navaid)

•

SID-5 (Exhibit A-13)

•

STAR-1 (Exhibit A-18)

A combination of SID-2, SID-3a, and STAR-1 procedures is shown
on Exhibit B.
Recommended Right-Turn Departures
The "right-turn" departure procedures would require east- and
southeast-baund (as well as southbound) jet aircraft departures to turn right to a heading of 180 0 (or equivalent course
provided by a new on-Airport navigational aid) after takeoff
and proceed south for approximately 10 nm, and to an altitude
at or above 5,000 feet above MSL, before turning eastbound
(southbound departures would continue to the south).
The combination of a right-turn departure and associated
arrival procedures recommended for submittal to the FAA for
its consideration are shown on Exhibit C as follows:
•

SID-7 (Exhibit A-15)

•

SID-7a (Exhibit A-15)

•

STAR-la (Exhibit A-19)

The "right-turn" alternative appears to be preferable to the
recommended straight-out departure procedures from an
airspace/ATC, as well as from a noise abatement standpoint,
because (1) it appears easier to incorporate non-jet aircraft
departures, and (2) jet departures would be farther to the

west of West Sacramento.
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RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
While the FAA is
ture procedures,
Airports ask the
the preferential
weather and wind

reviewing the recommended alternative deparit is recommended that the Department of
FAA to consider immediate implementation of
north flow alternative during all hours when
conditions permit.

Because the south flow has been the preferential daytime flow
direction from an ATC standpoint, it is recommended that the
Department of Airports also ask the FAA to consider immediate
implementation of the preferred south flow alternative on a
60- to 90-day trial basis as soon as possible. The trial
evaluation could supplement the FAA's Airport and Airspace
Simulation Model (SIMMOD) evaluation and provide valuable
input to the Northern California Airspace Management Study,
including actual noise and air traffic data, to supplement the
SIMMOD evaluation.
It is also recommended that the desired departure tracks for
each route up to an altitude of at least 5,000 feet above MSL
be depicted on the radar video map displays used by the
Sacramento TRACON and procedures similar to those used by
Atlanta TRACON be implemented to maintain aircraft flight
tracks within specified parameters, when traffic conditions
permit.
It is further recommended that the preferred south flow departure procedure be implemented as soon as possible, without any
new or upgraded navigational aids. It appears that satisfactory procedures can be established using existing navigational aids and by establishing appropriate radar vector
procedures to achieve the desired aircraft flight tracks.
However, the procedures would be significantly enhanced by the
positive course guidance that could be provided by a new onAirport TVOR and upgraded Travis VOR. Therefore, it is also
recommended that the FAA include these improvements in its
budgeting and programming cycle for the earliest possible
implementation. In the meantime, the community could be
receiving the benefits of the new procedures in terms of
reduced aircraft noise exposure in, and overflights of, developed areas.
TIME FRAME FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The time frame required for FAA review and implementation of
procedural changes depends on numerous factors, including the
priority the possible changes are assigned by the FAA, and
budgeting constraints. In general, alternatives which do not
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involve new navigational aids (Category A), could be
implemented more easily than the other alternatives
(Categories B, C, and D). However, the alternatives presented
could require significant airspace and procedural changes
involving more than one ATC facility. Therefore, a minimum of
several months could be required for FAA consideration and
implementation of even the alternatives in Category A.
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